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Project Abstract: The ExaSheds project is exploring synergies between data-driven machine
learning (ML) approaches and process-based hydro-biogeochemical high-performance computing
(HPC) simulations with the objective of improving predictive capability for watershed and river
basin function. The new set of hybrid ML+HPC and ML tools are being developed to enable
scientific discovery of both present-day watershed function, and also to extend predictive
capability to future climate scenarios where ML-only approaches may be challenged.
The project is pursuing several research themes and applying the resulting tools in integrated
demonstrations studies of watershed to basin-scale function in two study areas: the Upper Colorado
Water Resources Region (UCWRR) and the Delaware River Basin (DRB).
The project is using ML to generate difficult-to-observe model inputs from sparse, coarse, and
indirectly related observations. We developed an approach to sequential imputation of missing
spatio-temporal precipitation data (Mital et al, 2020) and modeling the distribution of snow-water
equivalent by combining precipitation and temperature with LIDAR maps (Mital et al, submitted).
The use of ML+HPC hybrid models is being explored as an alternative to traditional inverse
modeling. As a preliminary step, we have developed a deep neural network (DNN)-based inverse
modeling method that estimates the subsurface permeability of a watershed from stream discharge
data (Cromwell et al, 2021).
We are exploring the use of hybrid ML-physics models for hydrology. We developed a hybrid
streamflow model that use output of a hydrological model as one of the inputs to a Long ShortTerm Memory (LSTM) network. That hybrid approach outperforms standalone LSTM on diverse
catchments (Konapala et al, 2020) and when trained on short datasets (Lu et al, 2021).
We are developing a new set of reduced dimension and reduced order models for biogeochemistry.
Our initial effort has focused on developing an approach for representing hillslope fluxes using an
ensemble of flowtubes that is applicable to transient, variably saturated conditions.
A simulation (hydrology and geochemistry) capability on heterogeneous computer (GPU+CPU)
architectures is being developed, using the DOE software Amanzi-ATS and Crunch. This is

providing vastly improved simulation throughput capacity to support model-data integration and
enabling large-scale simulations on leadership class computing facilities.
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